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Training is Critical to Success
in Collision Repair Industry
The KEY to staying ahead of the competition
and winning in collision repair is TRAINING.
If you are not attending regular training,
your business is falling behind.
Over 16,600 students participated in PPG’s product,
distributor and MVP training courses in 2015—more
than those trained by any other automotive paint
company—PPG foresees an ongoing need to keep its
customers and business partners up to date in all matters
concerning collision refinish and commercial coatings. To
address the challenge, the company will offer an
expanded array of classes throughout 2016, with
subjects ranging from basic and advanced product line
training to custom painting techniques, business
management, shop operations and customer service.
“PPG’s commitment to training is the strongest in the
industry,” said Randy Cremeans, PPG director of training.
“We understand that training is a continuous process; it’s
never complete, especially with the ongoing changes we
see in this industry. And it’s absolutely critical to our
customers’ success. Everyone associated with a PPG
collision center or distributorship has access to our
training; that training ensures we all stay at the forefront
of our industry.”
“The refinish industry is ever-changing—and changing
faster than ever,” added Cremeans. “Our classes have to
reflect that. Technicians need to know how to work with
the latest finishes; managers need to know the latest
productivity processes and techniques. There’s also
increased interest in custom and restoration work, and
we’re covering that as well.

MAKE THE INVESTMENT!

Premium/Sync
Introducing a revolution in body filler
technology.
Edge Premium Sync is specially formulated to
allow for extended work times - up to 40
minutes. Body shop technicians can mix and
spread large quantities knowing they have enough
time to work large areas, saving time and
increasing productivity. Edge Premium Sync can
also be mixed with Edge Premium body filler for
the ultimate flexibility in work time in most any
temperature while maintaining the proper mix
ratio. With the warmer temperatures coming ask
one of the ABS staff for more information on the
new Edge Sync.

I-CAR TRAINING
ADH01 - ADHESIVE BONDING
MAY 10, 2016 6:00 PM
Southeast Community College - Milford

To register go to I-CAR website
www.i-car.com
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Will be closed on
Monday, May 30th

